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high precision thermoregulation
in Laboratory, Pilot Plant and Production

We are one of the technologically leading suppliers for high precision 
thermoregulation solutions in research and industry. Our products ensure 
precise temperature control throughout the whole world in laboratories, 
pilot plants and production processes. Our product range offers temperature 
control solutions for applications from -125 °C to +425 °C. 

We have been driving technological development in the fi eld of liquid 
temperature control with continuous innovations since 1968. The 
introduction of the Unistat technology 1989 was a revolution in temperature 
control, setting standards for thermodynamics and accuracy. In addition to 
dynamic temperature control systems, our product range includes chillers, 
classic heating & cooling circulators and a range of special solutions and 
bespoke systems.

Welcome
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Behind our environmental commitment, stand both 
business and ideological considerations. In our view, 
worsening environmental conditions make action es-
sential. We see the development of environmentally 
friendly temperature control machines as active envi-
ronmental protection.
Take one look at our manufacturing facilities, it can 
be seen that we take environmental protection seri-
ously. The Tango factory is a thermodynamic master-

piece, and an energy saving wonder. Massive con-
crete, triple glazed windows, a thick layer of insulation 
and 40 km of plastic tubing in the fl oor, ceiling and 
walls give a massive heat exchanger. As a result of 
this we heated a volume of around 60000 m³ with 
minimum consumption of energy. The majority of the 
required heat energy comes directly from our produc-
tion – mainly from the test run of our products.

Our customers were the fi rst who could purchase environmentally friendly refrigeration 
down to -125 °C. As the prohibition of CFCs came into force, there were already thousands 
of environmentally friendly Huber machines in operation. As a result of this advantage 
whilst other suppliers were working on producing CFC free systems, we were able to 
concentrate on reducing energy requirements. Today a large proportion of our product 
lines are available with natural refrigerants.

Environmentally friendly tempe    rature control

Environment & Natural Refrigerant
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Environmentally friendly tempe    rature control

1982 MISSION Environment plus: First 
intelligent cooling circulator with 

cooling power adjustment and water cooled refrige-
ration with water saving energy management.

1993 MISSION Environment plus: First 
to convert to non CFC refrigerants. 

7 years before the legal phase out.

1994 MISSION Environment plus: First 
to convert to non H-CFC refrige-

rants. 6 years before the legal phase out.

2006 MISSION Environment plus:
Cooling circulators with the option 

“natural refrigerant“ in accordance with the regula-
tions of the global green house policy of F. Hoffmann-
La Roche AG.

The Huber mission “Environment plus”The Huber mission “Environment plus”

2009 MISSION Environment plus: Environmental 
friendly cooling with CO2 refrigeration 

machines in accordance with the guidelines regarding the 
global green house policy of F. Hoffman-La Roche AG.

2010 MISSION Environment plus: Process heat 
coupling: Unistats are combined with already 

available primary energy sources such as steam, cooling brine 
or liquid Nitrogen.

2014 MISSION Environment plus: Certifi cation 
according to the ECOfi t programme of 

Baden-Württemberg for industrial environmental protection.

2016 MISSION Environment plus: Introduction 
of the energy management system based on 

EN 16247 to recognize the saving possibilities. We were 
honoured with the Environmental Award of Baden-Würt-
temberg.

Natural
Refrigerant!
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Huber Calendar

Controller and Functions

demanding applications. Our Plug & Play 

technology guarantees highly precise results 

with professional features, simplifying daily 

work. Thanks to the electronic upgrade system, 

functionality expansion is possible at any time – 

even retrospectively on existing equipment.

Depending on requirements and budget, 

units with three different types of controllers 

are available. The KISS and OLÉ offers simple 

4-button operation, OLED temperature display 

and low prices therefore it is the fi rst choice for 

many routine tasks. The Pilot ONE touchscreen 

controller is the controller of choice for more 

Controller & Functions
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Advantages & Functions

Practical Examples:

 » Automatic execution of
temperature profi les

 » Data recording via RS232 or USB 
interface

 » Activation of additional functions via 
electronic upgrade for more complex 
applications

 » Integration in a process control 
system via analogue interface

 » Remote control when operated under 
a fume hood

 » Automatic adjustment of the control 
parameters under heavily changing 
system conditions

• Advanced temperature control

• Easy to operate

• Electronic upgrade for the expansion of features and
functionality 

• Colour TFT touchscreen (Pilot ONE)

• Extensive security features

• Integrated programmer

• Digital and analogue interfaces

• Multiple options for data communication

• Removable controller which can be used as a remote 
control

• Remote operation via network and Internet

Introduction   |   Controller & Functions
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Controller & Functions

An easy decision: 
Pilot ONE®, KISS® and OLÉ offer a range of functionality to suit all 
temperature control requirements.

The three controllers mean that all applications 
requirements are covered. Depending on budget and 
application, a controller can be selected that meets 
the applications requirements. If only a basic 
functionality is required, an inexpensive model with 
KISS or OLÉ could be chosen. If the application 

requires more extensive features, a unit that has the 
powerful Pilot ONE controller could be the best 
choice. Pilot ONE models offer the added advantage 
of functionality upgrades with “E-grades” where the 
software can be updated by entering a unit specifi c 
upgrade code. 

The appropriate controls      for each application

Economic, low cost, robust:
KISS and OLÉ Controller for 

simple applications

KISS® and OLÉ Controller:

Simple operation with four keys

OLED display

Basic functions
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Description   |   KISS® • OLÉ • Pilot ONE®
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The appropriate controls      for each application

User friendly, many functions 
and exchangeable thanks to 

Plug & Play technology:
Pilot ONE

Our Plug & Play technology means that all models are 
equipped with easily replaceable controllers. This 
technology allows rapid progress in the development 
of operator comfort and control. Since the 1980s Hu-
ber systems have had removable controllers allowing 
the basic components of our products to be easily 
interchanged. Thanks to backwards compatibility, it is 

even possible to retrofi t old equipment with modern 
technology. The base unit and controllers are mat-
ched automatically – simply remove the old control-
ler, fi t the new one and go!

Pilot ONE® Controller:

Comfortable touchscreen
operation

Professional features

USB and Ethernet

5,7“ TFT colour display

13 languages
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Controller & Functions

Controller functionsController functionsController functionsController functions
comparisoncomparison

 

Function / Features Pilot ONE®

with E-grade® “Professional“
Pilot ONE®

with E-grade® “Exclusive“
Pilot ONE®

with E-grade® “Basic“

Th
er

m
or
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Controller parameter tuning TAC (True Adaptive Control) TAC (True Adaptive Control) predefi ned 1

Calibration program for control sensor (Internal, Process) 5 Point 5 Point 2 Point

Monitoring (Level protection, Over temperature protection 2)   

Adjustable limit alarms   

VPC (Variable Pressure Control) 3   

Venting program   

Compressor automatic control   

Set point limits   

Programmer 10 prg. / 10 steps each (max. 100 steps) 3 prg. / 5 steps each (max. 15 steps)

Ramp function linear, non-linear linear

Temperature control mode (Internal, Process)  

Maximum heating / cooling power adjustable  

D
is

pl
ay

 &
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Temperature display 5,7“ Touchscreen 5,7“ Touchscreen 5,7“ Touchscreen

Display mode graphic, numeric graphic, numeric graphic, numeric

Display resolution 0,1 °C / 0,01 °C 0,1 °C / 0,01 °C 0,1 °C

Graphic display of temperature curves Window, full screen, scalable Window, full screen, scalable Window, full screen, scalable

Calendar, Date, Time   

Language: DE / EN / FR / IT / ES / PT / CZ / PL / RU / CN / JP / KO / TR   

Temperature format (°C / °F)   

Display mode (screen) switch by swiping   

Favourites menu   

User menues (Administrator level) 

2nd set point 

Co
nn

ec
ti

on
s

Digital interface RS232   

USB interfaces (Host and Device)   

Ethernet RJ45 interface   

Pt100 external sensor connection   

External control signal / ECS STANDBY 5   

Programmable volt-free contact / ALARM 5   

AIF (Analogue interface) 0/4-20 mA or 0-10 V 6   

Digital interface RS485 6   

Va
ri

ou
s

Alarm signal optical / acoustic   

AutoStart (Mains failure automatic)   

Plug & Play technology   

Technical glossary   

Remote control / Data visualisation via Spy Software   

E-grade Evaluation versions available (valid for 30 days)   

Service data recorder (fl ight recorder)   

Saving/loading of temperature control programs via USB  

Process data logging direct to USB stick  

Calendar start 
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Description   |   KISS® • OLÉ • Pilot ONE®

1 30-day evaluation version TAC function available
2 For units with integrated over-temperature protection 
3 For models with variable-speed pump or an external bypass 
4 Pt100 external sensor connection optional, 
 only available factory fi tted (additional charge)
5  Standard on Unistats, otherwise via optional Com.G@te

or POKO/ECS Interface
6 Via optional Com.G@te
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All E-grades are

available as evaluation 
available as evaluation 

versions (30 days valid)
versions (30 days valid)

free of charge.
free of charge.

KISS®

(Circulators)
OLÉ

(Minichiller®/Unichiller®)

predefi ned predefi ned

1 Point 1 Point

 

 

 

 

OLED OLED

numeric numeric

0,1 °C 0,1°C

DE / EN DE / EN

  

 

 

4 4
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Controller & Functions

TFT DisplayTFT DisplayTFT Display
Graphical Colour DisplayGraphical Colour DisplayGraphical Colour Display

PlugPlugPlug &&& PlayPlayPlay
ControllerControllerController

The Pilot ONE is plain talking, gives user confi -
dence, is easy to operate and keeps the user con-
tinuously informed of all relevant process data

The colourful TFT display shows all Pilot ONE informa-
tion in plain text. Process temperature, internal (fl ow 
or jacket) temperature, pump pressure and all safety-
relevant information can be read easily and quickly. 

The display can be varied as re-
quired and in addition to a con-
cise but comprehensive list of 

data, the most important information (set-point, actu-
al, and internal/process temperature and Over Tempe-
rature limit) are shown in a larger format, making the 
essentials easier to read from a distance. The tempe-
rature resolution can be displayed to 0.1 °C or 0.01 °C 
and the temperature can be viewed in Celsius or Fah-
renheit format. 

Depending on the confi guration of the system, the 
pressure is variable using the “VPC” (Variable Pressure 
Control) feature protecting against breakage, e.g. 
glass reactor. The parameters of the PID control sys-
tem can be manually adjusted or with intelligent 
“TAC” (True Adaptive Control) – the self-optimizing 
cascade control is fully automated, ensuring tight 
control and the best possible results. The “set-point 
limit” function, “programmable alarms” and the 
user-defi ned alarm actions add further dimensions  to 

Process-relevant dataProcess-relevant data
is always in viewis always in view

safe working practices. In the event of a problem, vi-
sual and audible alarms can be activated. The clock 
and calendar functions allow individual settings for 
“auto-start” in the event of power failure or a timed 
automatic commencement of a program.

A calibrated function facilitates both off-set and span 
calibrations of the internal and (optional) process sen-
sors. Depending on the software version, a digital 
and/or analogue interface records data.

Plug & Play technology – proven since 1982
The modular concept of the controllers facilitates 
easy fi eld repairs and thanks to the clever Plug & Play 
technology, both Pilots are easily upgradeable using 
modern fl ash technology, as new software versions 

become available. Circulators 
and chillers all operate with a 
standard user interface; an ad-

vantage for users of multiple Huber temperature con-
trol systems. The Pilot ONE controller can be mounted 
remotely to control the unit via a data cable, offering 
unprecendeted levels of functionality and fl exibility.

Plug & Play
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Description   |   KISS® • OLÉ • Pilot ONE®
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E-gradeE-gradeE-grade®®®

Extended FunctionalityExtended FunctionalityExtended Functionality

The E-grade Explore (Cat.No. 10495) for Unistats is a development tool for 
chemical processes which gives access to the following values: 
• Performance: Heating or cooling capacity of the system 
• Temperature values: Setpoint, internal, process, return 
• Temperature differences: ∆T internal-return, ∆T process-return,
 ∆T process-internal 
• Circulation pump: Pressure / speed (depending on model)

The OPC-UA (OPC Unifi ed Architecture) protocol (Cat.No. 10561) describes 
data semantically and thus allows a data exchange between automation sys-
tems without the need to program a driver for this purpose. The automation 
system must support OPC-UA. With the E-grade OPC-UA, Huber temperature 
control units with Pilot ONE can already communicate via the modern OPC-
UA protocol.

E-grade® Explore

E-grade® OPC-UA

Function Upgrade at any time
Adaptable and a good investment, thanks to the 
E-grade electronic upgrade function
All circulators and circulation chillers, fi tted with the 
Pilot ONE controller, benefi t from the fl exibility offered 
by the electronic upgrade function. Even in the basic 
version these machines have easy to use functionality 
for mastering most temperature control requirements. 
Using E-grade, the range of functions can be expanded 

in order to adapt to special appli-
cations. An electronic upgrade is 
very simple. The user only has to 
enter a machine specifi c activati-

on code in order to activate the additional functions. 
The activation code can be retroactively ordered at any 
time, and will be sent by E-mail. As well as the standard 
“Basic” version there are the “Exclusive” and “Profes-
sional” to choose from. The upgrades activate additio-
nal functions such as the ramp function, programmer, 
TAC cascade control, adjustable user menus, calendar 
start, 2nd set point, graphical display and external tem-
perature control.
The E-grade offers an easy and fl exible way to adapt 
an existing machine to growing requirements or more 
complex applications.

The electronic upgrade allows the 
functionality to grow with your requirements

* Installed as standard on all Unistats

Pilot ONE Functionality Cat.No.

Basic Functions see pages 10/11

Exclusive + Temperature control mode (Internal / Process) 9495

(additional to Basic
functions)

+ Process data logging direct to USB stick

+ Display resolution 0,1°C / 0,01°C

+ Programmer with 3 programs / 5 steps each
   (max. 15 steps)

+ Ramp function (linear)

+ TAC (True Adaptive Control)

+ Saving / loading via USB

Professional* + Programmer with 10 programs / 10 steps each
   (max. 100 steps)

9496

(additional to Exclusive
functions) + Calendar start

+ Ramp function (linear and non-Linear)

+ User menus can be customised (Administrator Level)

+ 2nd set point
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Controller & Functions

|  VPC Bypass  |
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with TAC
without TAC

Setpoint
with TAC
without TAC

Self-optimising temperature control
Varying research criteria and process demands change 
the thermal load on the temperature control system. 

What does not change is the re-
quirement for good control.
The solution is ”TAC” which 
has the capability to automati-

cally change with those demands. By building a mul-
ti-dimensional model of the process, the TAC is able 
to automatically adjust its PID parameters to cope 
with and respond rapidly to sudden changes in the 
process. 
Operating in both ”Jacket” and ”Process” control, 
TAC provides responsive and close control. Rapid 
changes with no overshoot, that is what TAC brings 
to the process – automatically and under all condi-
tions. User defi ned ramp rates allows for faster or 
slower response. If TAC is not required, the user can 
manually adjust the PID parameters.

True Adaptive Control

Pressure control with controllable soft-start
VPC was developed to protect glass reactors from da-
mage caused by high fl uid pressure. VPC also com-
pensates for changes in viscosity as heat transfer fl uid 
is heated and cooled. Unistats for typical laboratory 
applications have a variable speed pump with soft-
start, and using a pressure sensor can control their 
maximum fl uid pressure. Unistats with larger capaci-
ties can control the pressure using a pressure sensor 
and a stepless bypass (option).
Minimal pressure and maximum fl ow encourages op-
timal heat transfer. The VPC enables the best perfor-
mance to be achieved while remaining within the 
defi ned pressure limits of the application.

Variable Pressure 
Control (VPC)

TAC
True
Adaptive
Control
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Description   |   KISS® • OLÉ • Pilot ONE®
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CoolNetCoolNetCoolNet®®®

max. Cooling Powermax. Cooling Powermax. Cooling Power

Improved pump design together with reduced internal fl ow resistance 
gives higher HTF fl ows with lower HTF pressures meaning more effi ci-
ent thermal transfer and faster ramping of the process for the same 
power. 
Bench top and fl oor standing Unistats that use the new ”M24” pump 
connections are supplied with ”M16” adaptors to allow for conveni-
ent fi tting to existing systems using ”M16” fi ttings. 

Maximum HTF fl ow

CoolNet – precise valve control
In refrigeration equipment, refrigerant is controlled 
by a metering valve. Unistat refrigeration works with 
a CoolNet stepper-motor controlled expansion valve, 

that has been produced in the 
Tango Factory since 2002. The 
valve opening is precisely con-

trolled at between 0 and 600 steps, with a resolution 
of 0,005 mm/step. This allows the CoolNet to achieve 
the optimal evaporator fl ow, and highest possible 
cooling capacity at each working temperature. Pre-
cise and reproducible control for temperatures down 
to -130 °C.

CoolNet®

With kind permission of
Roche AG (CH)
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Controller & Functions

ProgrammerProgrammerProgrammer
with Ramp Functionswith Ramp Functionswith Ramp Functions

ProtectionProtectionProtection+++
LevelLevelLevel /// OvertemperatureOvertemperatureOvertemperature

Time

Time
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Programmer with linear ramp function
Single temperature changes can be achieved using the 
linear ramp function. The easy to use programmer, 

with 100 steps, is available for 
more complex temperature requi-
rements. Individual steps can be 

pieced together to form a profi le. Each step of the pro-
gram can be selected to be either temperature or time 
stable. For each step, additional functions
(potential free contact, analogue interface, tempera-
ture control mode) can be activated or deactivated.

Non-linear Ramp Function (NLR)
Designed for crystallisation processes, non-linear tem-
perature profi les allow higher purity crystals to be pro-
duced. Instead of using the temperature programmer 
to piece together rectangular or linear ramps, e-func-
tions can be used to defi ne a continuous setpoint form.
The diagrams shows the high precision of the e-func-
tion (below) in contrast to a linear ramp (above, with 6 
steps).

Programmer

Unistats have many features for handling tempera-
ture control applications remotely and safely during 
continuous operation. Over-temperature,
setpoint and alarm limits can be adjusted according 

to the conditions of the applica-
tion. The temperature and pres-
sure sensors can be calibrated 

and the microprocessor controller monitors the ope-
rating status. VPC (Variable Pressure Control) moni-
tors the maximum pressure in the fl uid loop. Passive 
components ensure a extraordinarily high level of re-
liability. 
In case of emergency, Unistats can be electrically iso-
lated. For critical processes Unistats offer emergency 
cooling.
”Process safety over-temperature protection”:
This unique user-activated feature disables the heater 
while initiating 100 % cooling should an over-tempe-
rature condition be caused by a thermal runaway in 
the process.

Safety Reproducibility
Unistats allow reproducible thermoregulation results with high dynamics.
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ATEX Version
available

Firmware updates keep your units with Pilot ONE 
controller at the forefront of technology. Free updates 
allow you to benefi t from technical advances and 
new functions even after the purchase. The software 
”Pilot ONE Flasher“ is all that is required (download 
from www.huber-online.com). After the installation 
the latest fi rmware can be automatically downloaded 
from the server and transmitted to the Pilot ONE 
controller.

Firmware-Updates

Pilot Remote Software (Cat.No. 10645) is a Windows 
software for temperature control units using the Pilot 
ONE. The software enables the complete user display of 
the Pilot ONE to be displayed on a Windows PC, and to 
operate our units from the PC.
The Pilot Remote Software uses a secure authentifi ca-
tion. It is thus certain that non authorised persons can-
not remotely control the unit, nor that communication 
can take place with the wrong unit by mistake.

Two solutions are available for ATEX areas: 
The Unistat can be placed in a Stainless Steel Ex px 

pressure enclosure. Compressed 
air is pumped in purging the ca-
binet of any potentially dan-

gerous vapours and creating a pressure slightly above 
atmospheric to keep potentially explosive vapours 
out. An ATEX certifi ed remote control is located in the 
ATEX zone, controlling the Unistat situated in the 
safe zone.

Ex-Protection

Pilot Remote Software
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TFT TouchTFT TouchTFT Touch
5,7“ Colour Display5,7“ Colour Display5,7“ Colour Display

PlugPlugPlug &&& PlayPlayPlay
ControllerControllerController

Easy ControlEasy ControlEasy Control
User friendly operationUser friendly operationUser friendly operationVPC

Variable
Pressure
ControlTAC

True
Adaptive
Control

CoolNetCoolNetCoolNet®®®
max. Cooling Powermax. Cooling Powermax. Cooling Power

ProgrammerProgrammerProgrammer
with Ramp Functionswith Ramp Functionswith Ramp Functions

EthernetEthernetEthernet
Communication via LANCommunication via LANCommunication via LAN

USB PortsUSB PortsUSB Ports
Remote control & storageRemote control & storageRemote control & storage

SpyControlSpyControlSpyControl®®®
Control, Visualize, RecordControl, Visualize, RecordControl, Visualize, Record

ProtectionProtectionProtection+++
LevelLevelLevel /// OvertemperatureOvertemperatureOvertemperature

ATEX Version
available

Heating PowerHeating PowerHeating Power
Options availableOptions availableOptions available

Huber Calendar

Dynamic Thermoregulation

wide temperature range without fl uid change. 

There are over 70 models to choose from with 

cooling powers from 0,7 to 130 kW. What ever 

the application, Unistats provide professional 

scale-up offering the same stable process con-

ditions from the development lab to production 

systems.

For more than 20 years, the dynamic thermo-

regulation of the Unistat range introduced a 

revolution in fl uid temperature control. Uni-

stats are the ideal solution for fast and precise 

thermal control of externally connected appli-

cations. In comparison to other circulators, the 

Unistats offer rapid temperature change and a 

Dynamic Temperature Control Systems
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Advantages & Functions

Functions and features depend on the model, see chapter “Controllers & Functions“ for details.

Typical Applications:

 » Reactor systems, Autoclaves

 » Pilot systems

 » Miniplant systems

 » Scale up for operational development

 » Double wall reactors

 » Reaction calorimeter

 » Distillation systems

 » Test rigstands

 » Material testing

 » Combinational chemistry

 » Semiconductor industry

 » Kilo labs

 » Vacuum chambers

• Working temperatures from -125 °C to +425 °C

• Powerful thermodynamics

• Highly accurate, intelligent temperature control

• High process stability and reproducibility

• Fast heating and cooling rates

• High cooling powers from 0,7 to 130 kW

• Large temperature range without fl uid change

• Increased thermal fl uid life

• Incredibly compact

• Brilliant 5,7“ TFT touchscreen with graphic display

• Comprehensive warning and safety functions

Introduction   |   Unistat® • Tango® • Grande Fleur® • Petite Fleur®
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Unistats® should not be compared to
conventional technology.

Tango and the big Unistats for 
-125 °C to +425 °C for laboratory 
and production

Unistats® – Highly dynamic ther  moregulation
Safety is a priority
Our engineers know what is required in research and 
production: PROCESS SAFETY!

The security that the critical process temperatures in 
your laboratory or production facility run exactly as 
required, with no compromises, every time. Unistats 
bring peace of mind whilst delivering PROCESS
STABILITY in high end quality!

Pump technology
Our improvements in pump technology have increa-
sed HTF fl ow rates and resulted in tangible improv-
ments in heat transfer to and from the application.

Predictable, repeatable results and a previously un-
achievable response to changing thermal loads, pro-
vide a much faster return on investment, further im-
proved by the minimal operating costs of the Unistat 
principle!

Dynamic Temperature Control Systems

Temperature dynamics with
conventional technologyconventional technology

Temperature dynamics of the unistatsTemperature dynamics of the unistats

T process

T internal

T setpoint

T process

T internal

T setpoint
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Large Unistats in 
tower cases have 
small footprints and 
require little fl oor 
space

Unistats® – Highly dynamic ther  moregulation
Conventional baths and circulating chillers ope-
rate with a hydraulically open bath. 
With open bath technology (picture 1) the bath fl uid 
is un-pressurised and open to atmosphere, regardless 
of whether the temperature control is  internal (A), or 
external (B). During external temperature control (B) 
the level must be controlled in two locations. In typi-
cal externally closed temperature control (picture 2) 
where the object is directly (D) or indirectly (C) in 
contact with the heat transfer medium, the atmos-
pherically open bath is also used to contain the ex-
pansion and contraction in HTF volume as the fl uid 
heats and cool. 

Unistats embody capacity and dynamics.
Small in size, big in power.
The Unistat system (Pic. 3) combines the effi ciencies of 
effective thermodynamics and modern microelectro-
nics, making it a highly effi cient alternative to open 
bath temperature control technology. Unistats are cir-
culators without a bath. An expansion vessel for ther-
mal expansion and contraction replaces the conventio-
nal bath. The expansion vessel is isolated from the 
thermoregulation of open baths (F). Being hydraulically 
sealed they can be located below or above the applica-
tion.
The Unistat principle uses minimal heat transfer fl uid 
(HTF) volume and increased thermal transfer abilities 
through higher HTF fl ow rates, reduced HTF pressure 
and highly effi cient heat exchange surfaces. This In-
creases the systems speed of response to changes in 
demand. Unistats have the most rapid ramping rates, 
and are capable of cooling rates of more than 100 K/
hr. For comparisons in cooling power densities (Watt/
litre) please refer to DIN 12876.

Picture 1: Open Baths

Picture 2: Closed Circuits

Picture 3: The Unistat principle

Tango Club Tango Club 
In 1988 the fi rst generation proved the concept of In 1988 the fi rst generation proved the concept of 
the Unistat technology. The second generation con-the Unistat technology. The second generation con-
solidated and led the growth of Unistat technology solidated and led the growth of Unistat technology 
into industry. The Third Generation is refi ned, more into industry. The Third Generation is refi ned, more 
effi cient and more responsive, gives tighter control effi cient and more responsive, gives tighter control 
and is easier to use. and is easier to use. 

The international Tango Club (Unistat users across the The international Tango Club (Unistat users across the 
world) sheds light on the trends of tomorrow. As a 
result, the range of functions has been increased, and 
simple control has eased operation. Every function of 
the Unistat has been subjected to uncompromising 
tests on applications under industry conditions the 
quality spotlight of experienced users focused on re-
sults.

Introduction   |   Unistat® • Tango® • Grande Fleur® • Petite Fleur®
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Unistats are predestined for applications in process and chemical engineering, such as temperature control of 
reactors, autoclaves, miniplant/pilot systems, reactor blocks and calorimeters.
Unistat temperature control systems with their excellent thermodynamics provide highly accurate and reprodu-
cible results, guaranteeing short heating and cooling times and a wide temperature range without fl uid change. 
Environmentally and economically Unistats stand out, offering natural refrigerants and an effi cient energy ma-
nagement system for reduced operating costs.

Predestined for process and chemical engineering

Unistats® – for professional Sc  ale-up

Dynamic Temperature Control Systems

22 www.huber-usa.com
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The Unistat range offers temperature control solu-
tions from the smallest process up to production vo-
lumes with temperatures from -125 °C up to +425 °C 
and cooling capacities from 0,7 to 130 kW. The
range offers over 60 models, in sleek tower housings, 
or fl at-build, for fl exible scale-up in Research, Kilo-
labs, Miniplant, Pilot-Plant, and Production. Whilst the 
Unistats grow with the application, their operation 
and the Unistat principle remain the same.

A compact machine is one that is small with no loss of power. 
This is measured with the ratio W/inch3. At every temperature 
the Unistat is the most compact.

Professional Scale-Up

Unistats® create space

Unistats® – for professional Sc  ale-up

Introduction   |   Unistat® • Tango® • Grande Fleur® • Petite Fleur®
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Unistat® Advantages
 K Fast heating and cooling rates

ideal for isothermal chemical processes

 K Highly responsive
the fi rst choice for operational safety with exothermic 
reactions

 K Reproducible precision
for demanding temperature applications from
-125 °C to +425 °C

 K Incredibly compact
“volume cooling power“ truly powerful, truly compact

 K Wide temperature ranges with no oil change
DW-Therm thermal fl uid offers a temperature range
from -90 °C to +200 °C

 K Large and full colour 5,7“ TFT touchscreen
with graphic capabilities, multilingual, interactive and
easy to use

 K High cooling power densitiy [W/l]
for dynamic and rapid temperature changes

 K Flexible communication
with USB and Ethernet interfaces
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The small Tangos®:  Petite Fleur®       meets Grande Fleur®

The small Tangos® mark the entry level into the 
world of Unistats®. The compact dimensions and 
excellent thermodynamics make the Petite Fleur®

and Grande Fleur® ideal for precise temperature 
control of research reactors.

Dynamic Temperature Control Systems

VPC
 Variable Pressure Control

DIN 12876
Our cooling powers are always 
quoted at full pump speed

Plug & Play
3 years warranty

Petite Fleur meets Grande Fleur
Less than a Unistat Tango, but more than a Petite Fleur, the new 
Grande Fleur expands the range of dynamic temperature con-
trol systems. Users now get even more performance at a low 
price. The Grande Fleur offers all of the great performance and 
features of the Unistat series such as USB, Ethernet and RS232 
interfaces, the touchscreen controller Pilot ONE, process data 
recording via USB as well as natural refrigerants and thermody-
namics.
Both models are equipped with the touchscreen controller Pilot 
ONE with a brilliant 5.7“ TFT display. The E-grade “Professio-
nal“ with many features for demanding temperature applica-
tions is included as standard.

Functionality for all applications
The Petite Fleur and Grande Fleur come with full controller func-
tionality found with all Unistats. They have excellent thermody-
namic properties which result in high temperature ramp rates 
and control accuracy. The powerful variable speed pump com-
bined with the VPC pressure control and the TAC adaptive inter-
nal and cascade control ensure the best possible results.

Unistats for professional scale-up and process development
The introduction of the small Tangos now means that the Uni-
stat temperature control systems are available with cooling ca-
pacities from 480 Watts at +20 °C. Unistats offer professional 
scale-up from small scale laboratory R&D through to production 
plant. The Unistat temperature control systems, with a tempe-
rature range of -125 °C to +425 °C and cooling and heating 
powers up to 130 kW,  can be combined with customer steam 
and brine systems and are therefore suitable for applications 
beyond the 10 m³ class.

Natural
Refrigerant!
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The small Tangos®:  Petite Fleur®       meets Grande Fleur®

Models   |   Grande Fleur® • Petite Fleur®

Lift and roll
The compact form of the small Tangos means they are ideally 
suited to fi t in extract hoods. The rollers fi tted at the back of the 
unit allow it to be easily manoeuvred into the required position, 
just lift and roll.

Ready for action
If the application is regularly changed, residual water in hoses 
and reactors can be a problem. The water contaminates the 
thermal fl uid and inhibits the heat transfer process. The Petite 
Fleur and Grande Fleur‘s water separation system allows water 
to be removed from the thermal fl uid during thermal regulation.

More power
DIN 12876 requires that cooling powers are measured at full 
pump speed. Decreasing the pump speed reduces the heat 
energy entering the system. This leads to higher cooling powers 
and lower end temperatures. The small Tangos have an remar-
kably powerful pump. Decreasing the pump speed can make 
additional cooling power available – an extra 30 to 50 Watts 
can be achieved. We always quote cooling at maximum pump 
speed.

eo = for external open operation            All units use natural refrigerant as standard            *208 V option available

Model Working Pump max. Heating Cooling Power (kW) at (°C) Dimensions Cat.No. G Power

Temperature VPC Power Supply

Range (°C) (l/min) (bar) (kW) 200 20 0 -20 -30 W x D x H (inch)

Petite Fleur -40...200 25 0,9 1,5 0,48 0,48 0,45 0,27 0,16 10,2 x 17,7 x 19,8 1030.0007.01 3 115 V, 1~ 60 Hz*

Petite Fleur w -40...200 25 0,9 1,5 0,48 0,48 0,45 0,27 0,16 10,2 x 17,7 x 19,8 1030.0009.01 3 115 V, 1~ 60 Hz*

Petite Fleur-eo -40...200 25 0,9 1,5 0,48 0,48 0,45 0,27 0,16 10,2 x 17,7 x 19,8 1030.0012.01 3 115 V, 1~ 60 Hz

Grande Fleur -40...200 47 0,9 1,5 0,60 0,60 0,60 0,35 0,20 11,6 x 21,3 x 22,2 1041.0002.01 3 115 V, 1~ 60 Hz*

Grande Fleur w -40...200 47 0,9 1,5 0,60 0,60 0,60 0,35 0,20 11,6 x 21,3 x 22,2 1041.0008.01 3 115 V, 1~ 60 Hz*

Grande Fleur-eo -40...200 47 0,9 1,5 0,60 0,60 0,60 0,35 0,20 11,6 x 21,3 x 22,2 1041.0005.01 3 115 V, 1~ 60 Hz*

Grande Fleur w-eo -40...200 47 0,9 1,5 0,60 0,60 0,60 0,35 0,20 11,6 x 21,3 x 22,2 1041.0011.01 3 115 V, 1~ 60 Hz*

View from the back:
Com.G@te (optional), pump connections
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